This paper considers two methods for voice channel seizure in one GSM cell, which uses VAMOS technics for traffic efficiency improvement. An important characteristic for models comparison is call loss caused by unsuccessful connection pairing in one timeslot. The first method gives priority to voice connection quality, and the other one to traffic efficiency. The methods are estimated by the simulation, which is first tested by comparing its results to the calculation results for a very small system. The influences of traffic intensity, allowed power difference of two paired connections and attenuation coefficient on the loss caused by unsuccessful pairing are assessed.
Introduction
VAMOS technics (voice service over adaptive multiuser channels on one slot) significantly contributes to the traffic capacity of classical GSM cell.It is a relatively new technics, presented in the very actual reference devoted to mobile systems, [1] . This technic is implemented in GSM cell with frequency (FDM) and time (TDM) multiplex, but each time channel may be used for two full rate, FR, connections (over two OSC, orthogonal subchannels). In the case of full rate connection transmission capacity is doubled, and in the case of half rate connection transmission it is quadrupled. This capacity increase is based on QPSK (quadrature phase-shift keying) modulation and orthogonal training sequence codes (TSC) implementation, [2] , [3] . This modulation (ie its variant AQPSK or α QPSK) is implemented in downlink (direction) operation, when signal is sent to both mobile station (MS) users in the same time over the same channel. α QPSK modulation implementation from base station (BS) to MS allows the signal to be sent by different power to different MS, who use the same channel wit a different attenuation. In this way each MS receives the signal of approximately same power. The process of two connections placing in one timeslot is called pairing. The main limitation in the pairing process is that the subchannel power imbalance ratio (SCPIR) of the two connections using the same timeslot, is smaller than ∆ max (dB), [4] . Two methods of OSC seizure are compared: one, which gives priority to connection quality and the other, which gives priority to better traffic utilization. We present a model of GSM cell and the pairing technic dealing with the first and second pairing procedure in the same timeslot. These are compared and numerical examples are presented. The short description of the traffic process simulation, which is used for estimation of models efficiency, is given eventually.
Model, assumptions and designations
Let us consider a circular GSM cell of radius R , where VAMOS technics is implemented. User distribution in the cell is uniform, ie the number of MSs per cell unit area is constant. All MSs have possibility to use VAMOS technics. The control of emission power is used in base station (BS) in the direction towards user mobile stations. Distance (r ) between MS and BS, is 0 ≤ r ≤ R , and signal attenuation, which depends on distance MS-BS, is a = kr γ , where k is coefficient of proportionality and γ ≤ 25 , [5] . The number of traffic timeslots (TCH) is N and the number of MSs is M . The channels are used for telephone traffic (with full rate, FR) which means that after a call arises in a random moment, the connection must be established in relatively short time interval, [6] . Each user, ie MS initiates new call with the same intensity. That is why the total offered traffic A = λ/µ is constant. The connection duration is random variable with negative exponential distribution and the mean value t m = 1/µ, while λ is total call intensity. It is supposed that N << M . The considered model is pure VAMOS, [7] , where all active MSs use VAMOS technics, ie the maximal number of connections is 2N .
Traffic serving is with loss, meaning that this is full availability traffic model. Serving model in this case, when VAMOS technics is used, is not Erlang model because, due to pairing, the assumption that each call can seize each idle (sub)channel is not satisfied. In this paper the states of classical Erlang model are designated by (j, A, 2N ),j = 0, 1, . . . , 2N − 1, 2N The probability that all channels are busy in Erlang model is denoted by B E = P (2N, A, 2N ) . The state probabilities in the considered VAMOS model are denoted by P j, j = 0, 1, ...., 2N − 1, 2N , and the state probability that all channels are busy is B = P {2N } . power difference, which is assigned to the users with different attenuation, is denoted by ∆. The power, which is sent from BS towards MS, is P min ≤ P ≤ P max . The BS power control is performed in 15 steps of 2 dB, [8] , [9] .
Pairing
Pairing is realized in such a way that in one channel are grouped two connections, for which necessary power does not differ for more than ∆l , users MS i and MS j , Fig. 1 . In this figure the group of 6 timeslots were considered, and 4 of them are busy by paired connections. Two timeslots (TS3 and TS4) are half busy, ie only one OSC is busy. In random moment new call is initiated from the user M S n . The necessary power for M S n is greater than the necessary power for OSC1 in TS3 and OSC1 in TS4 for more than ∆l ie |P n − P k | > ∆l and |P n − P m | > ∆l . The new connection pairing in timeslots TS3 and TS4 is unsuccessful in this case. It is considered in this paper that the new call, which canot be paired with any existing one, is lost due to unsuccessful pairing (unpairing). The probability of unsuccessful pairing will be denoted as B p .
The first method of OSC assignment
It is known that inter-channel interference (ie mutual influence of OSCs situated in one timeslot) canot be avoided when two voice channels are placed in the same timeslot. As the consequence the quality of voice signal is degraded. Thats why the main rule for the first model of OSC assignment to the new call is: the new call is placed in one subchannel of idle timeslot if it exists. Two voice connections pairing in one timeslot begins when there are no completely idle timeslots. Fig.2 , for simplicity, presents hypothetical group of only three timeslots. Channel assignment to new calls c1, c2 and c3 according to the first model is presented symbolically in Fig. 2 
(a).
Let us suppose that all timeslots (3 of them), ie OSCs (6 of them) are idle. New calls c1, c2 and c3 seized one (the first) OSC in each timeslot. The fourth call (c4) must pass pairing procedure, ie confirmation that its necessary power and a power of existing call in a timeslot is not greater than ∆ max = ∆l . If successful pairing canot be achieved in any of three half-busy timeslots, the call is considered to be lost due to unpairing.
Let us denote by o the number of busy OSCs where the second OSC in the same timeslot is idle and let s be the number of timeslots where both OSCs are busy. The state determined by these two numbers is denoted as (o, s). Then p(o, s) is probability that o half-timeslots and s full-timeslots are busy. It is obvious thatq total number of busy OSCs is o+2s. The state from Fig. 2 may be denoted as (3,0), Fig. 2(b) , ie this state probability as p(3, 0). The state diagram of new call arrival (birth process) in the first model is presented in Fig. 3(c) ).
Figure 2(d) presents state diagram, where the variable is the number of connections. Let us note that the call intensity λ at j = 0, 1, 2 is constant, while its effective value at j = 3, 4, 5 is smaller due to unsuccessful pairing. The state with three busy OSCs will more often be (3,0) than (1,1) when this method is implemented.
The second method of OSC assignment
The following rule is valid for the second method of OSC assignment: idle OSC in a timeslot, which is half busy (if it exists), is dedicated to a new call. In this way idle timeslots are spared and partly busy timeslots are completely seized. This method allows decreasing probability of unsuccessful pairing. An example of this second method is presented in Fig. 4 . After three calls have arrived, a system state is (1,1). It is obvious that if the call c4 is unsuccessfully paired, one idle timeslot exists for call c4 realization.
The system state from Fig. 3(a) is emphasized on the diagram of possible states in Fig. 3(b) . After that, the state diagram in a case of call arrival (birth process) for the second model is presented in Fig. 3(c) and the state diagram with the number of realized connections as a system variable is presented in Fig. 3(d) .
The state diagram for call ending (death process) is presented in Fig. 4 and it is valid for both processes.
The characteristic of OSC seizure in a case of the second method is that a state with three busy OSCs is more often (1,1) than (3,0).
Methods comparison
It is clear that in the first case inter-channel interference, ie OSCs mutual influence, is significantly smaller. That is why voice signal quality is better. An advantage of the second method is greater efficiency, ie smaller probability of unsuccessful call pairing. Two-dimensional birthdeath processes may be presented if figures 2(c) and 4 are consolidated in Fig. 5 for the first method, and Fig. 3(c) and 4 in Fig. 6 for the second method.
According to Kolmogorov criterion, [9] , it is obvious from figures 7 and 8 that traffic processes for both presented systems are not reversible. It means that it is impossible to simply calculate using cut equations system state probabilities, ie probabilities of successful service for the systems with greater number of timeslots. Thats why these models will be tested in two steps.
The first step is analytical and simulation description of a model with small number of timeslots. Such a model cant be found in practice, but it allows calculation of state probabilities. This step is used to prove accuracy of simulation method. The results of simulation are compared to the results of calculation in a case of small models consisted of three timeslots (6 OSCs), that are presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . It is found a good agreement of system state probabilities for calculation and simulation results. In this way simulation model is verified and, based on this result, it is possible to realize the second step of an analysis: testing characteristics of two methods for idle OSCs assignment in a case of greater system implementation only by simulation model.
Dashed lines with arrows in Fig. 5 and In Fig. 6 , which represents the second method, there are 6 such transitions: (1, 0) → (0, 1), (2, 0) → (1, 1), (1, 1) → (0, 2), (3, 0) → (2, 1), (2, 1) → (1, 2) and (1, 2) → (0, 3). As a difference from the first method, the first three transitions in a case of unsuccessful pairing may be realized, in a case of unsuccessful pairing, by seizing one OSC in an idle timeslot. In a case of last three transitions (3, 0) → (2, 1), (2, 1)) → (1, 2) and (1, 2) → (0, 3) call realization may be finished by unsuccessful pairing. According to this analysis, it is expected that the efficiency of the second method would be greater than the first one.
Intensities of new request generation are denoted by λ in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . As it is N << M , this intensity is the same in each system state. The call ending intensity of an established connection is . In a case that connection is realized using pairing, new request generation intensity is modified (multiplied) by the probability of successful pairing. For example, in state (i, j) there are i possibilities for pairing. In that case, probability of successful pairing will be (1-n i ), where n is probability that pairing may not be realized on one of timeslots. Let us now consider situation for the second method, Fig. 6 , when there are N − j , (j < N ) idle timeslots. If pairing may not be realized in such a system, a new generated request will seize OSC in one of idle timeslots. Probability of successful pairing is (1 − ni). Connection realization over OSC in idle timeslot is a consequence of unsuccessful pairing and this probability is n i . Base station emission power is adjusted in steps of 2 dB, [8] , [9] , depending on distance between base station and mobile user. The whole area of base station cell is divided in 15 subareas (annuli). A base station sends signal of same power to users situated in each of 15 annuli. If a probability of successful pairing is denoted as P and P i is probability that new generated request is in one of annuli for which pairing with the existing request from area i, i = 1, 2, ..., 15 , may be realized, probability of unsuccessful pairing P n = 1 − P is determined by an expression
where P ′ i is probability that the first user is in area i (one of 15 annuli). The probability n??? in Fig. 7 and 8 corresponds in this case to the value determined by (1).
Examples
Let us consider two GSM cells where VAMOS technics is implemented. There are 6 timeslots, ie 12 OSCs in each cell. The first method is implemented in the first cell and the other in the second cell. The loss due to the lack of idle OSCs (B ) and the loss due to the unsuccessful pairing (B p ) are considered. Variables related to the first (the second) method are denoted by index 1 or 2. Figure 7 show B and B p as functions of the offered traffic (A). In this case the allowed power difference between two paired connections is ∆l = 4 dB and the propagation coefficient is γ = 3 .
It can be concluded from Fig. 7 that the loss, caused by the lack of idle channels, is approximately equal, but the second method is more efficient when considering loss due to unpairing. The loss difference is several percent and this difference is decreased when traffic is increased. Figure 8 presents results of simulation for the same mobile cells as in Fig. 7 . Here is presented total loss (B+B p ) for both methods in the cells, which use VAMOS technics. These results are compared to the classical Erlang loss (B E ) in a group of 12 channels. In this example it is also ∆l = 4 dB and γ = 3 . Figure 9 presents influence of allowed power difference between two connections which are paired, ∆ l , on the loss. The cell with the same characteristics as in Fig. 9 and 10 is analyzed. The allowed power intervals for pairing ∆ l = 4 dB and ∆ l = 10 dB are considered. When the allowed power difference ∆ l is increased, total loss is decreased. This fact is logical. It is possible to prove that loss due to pairing decreases, while the loss due to the lack of idle resources slowly increases. It can be shown that it is
because when power difference is, hypothetically, increased to ∆ l = 30 dB all connections may be paired and the loss due to unsuccessful pairing disappears, ie the model becomes classical Erlang model. Figure 10 presents influence of environmental attenuation coefficient γ on loss. The increased attenuation coefficient increases loss due to unsuccessful pairing. General feature of the first method for idle channel assignment remains unchanged: the first method causes greater loss. This difference decreases when offered traffic increases.
Simulation
Simulation programs are very powerful tool for testing and proving traffic characteristics of different telecommunication systems, including mobile telephony systems. The program, developed for an analysis in this paper is based on experience from appropriate programs, presented in [11] - [14] . When considering these programs, the most general flow-chart has the program presented in [11] and the simulation developed for VAMOS systems analysis is modification of this program. The program is written in C programming language. One simulation trial is based on generation of 10 6 random numbers related to traffic process simulation (generating new calls and their releasing). In this way it is achieved that each simulation trial consists of more than 350 000 realized connections. After that, each result in simulation (ie each emphasized point in the figures 7-10) is obtained as a mean value of such three described simulation trials. Besides generating random numbers related to the traffic process, for each initiated connection one more generated random number is intended to determine mutual distance between base station and mobile user. In this simulation program this random number is used to define in which of 15 annuli is mobile user placed. After that OSC is seized to simulate connection realization. The difference when simulating two considered models is only in sequence of activities, ie whether we are first looking for an idle timeslot to seize one of two OSCs, or we are first trying to realize pairing, ie seizing OSC in a timeslot where one OSC is already busy. Simulation program keeps record about the ordinal number of an annulus, where the considered mobile user is placed. When a request for a new connection appears, it is checked what the difference between annuli ordinal numbers is when considering previously realized connection and newly generated call. If this difference is not greater than the pre-defined limit, pairing may be realized in a considered timeslot.
Conclusion
The first method of OSC assignment gives priority to the connection quality, because OSC selection in idle timeslot has priority over pairing, but the traffic efficiency is smaller. On the contrary, the second method, which first tries pairing and then seizing OSC in idle timeslot, offers lower connection quality, but better resource utilization. The difference in connection quality is described in [2] and in this paper it is proved that difference in traffic efficiency depends on offered traffic, difference in allowed emission power for paired connections and signal attenuation coefficient.
The loss difference due to unsuccessful pairing in favour of the second model is moderate and it is decreased when traffic is increased. Loss existence due to unsuccessful pairing causes decrease of loss due to the lack of idle OSCs.
Efficiency advantage of the second method also decreases when the allowed emission power difference increases. In this case loss due to unsuccessful pairing decreases, but loss due to the lack of idle OSCs increases.
The greater signal attenuation coefficient causes traffic loss increase due to unsuccessful pairing, while loss ratio of the first and the second method remains the same.
It can be said that the first method is more suitable for small traffic values and the second one for greater traffic values.
